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Force-fields are normally fitted to a range of data, which could be experimental or the-
oretical, or a mixture of both. As a rule, many-body intermolecular interaction models
are fitted to a range of energies computed on dimers, trimers and often even larger clus-
ters of the interacting molecules. This is done so as to get a good representation of the
many-body interactions in the system, but while it is possible to make such extensive com-
putations on small systems like water, it is not generally feasible on larger systems. So
we raise the question: Can we derive the many-body polarization energies from molecular
properties and a dimer energy evaluations only?
Using very recent work on water models [1] we demonstrate that this is indeed possible.
Central to this scheme are the distributed molecular multipoles computed using the basis-
space implementation of the iterated stockholder atoms (BS-ISA) algorithm [2], the dis-
tributed molecular polarizabilities computed using the ISA-Pol algorithm [3], and charge-
delocalization energies defined using regularized-SAPT(DFT) [4]. With these ISA-based
molecular properties and a limited number of SAPT(DFT) and regularized-SAPT(DFT)
interaction energies computed on dimers only, we can now construct accurate many-body
interaction models that correctly describe many-body polarization effects. Using a series
of water models of varying complexity we demonstrate how these DIFF (derived inter-
molecular force fields) models are very close to optimal and have a remarkable predictive
power for both the energerics and geometries of large water clusters.
All of the techniques described in this talk are available in the CamCASP code [5] and
more information can be found on the CamCASP wiki.
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